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Abstract
Detecting human interaction borders in urban environment,
the geographical perimeter of dense human mobility inter-
action, is important for mobility-related city resource allo-
cation and urban planning. However, with the advance of
transportation technology, dwellers’ movements become
convenient and flexible, leading to the doubts that whether
such interaction borders exist and how they come into be-
ing. This poster investigates these problems via a cellular
mobility dataset in Shanghai, China. From this large-scale
dataset, we first build an urban flow network, where the n-
ode is city block and the edge is human mobility interaction
frequency. Based on this network, we discover several s-
patial communities, and extract the borders of them as the
interaction borders. We surprisingly find that the interaction
borders do exist because city blocks in each spatial com-
munity are geographically connected. We further find that
the borders are influenced not only by administrative pol-
icy but also by other factors in geographical and cultural
aspects.
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Introduction
Human interaction borders are the geographical perime-
ter of dense human mobility interaction. Detecting such
borders is important to understand how people interact in
the city and support the decision for mobility-related urban
resource allocation, such as bus route planning, logistics
center selection, etc. However, with the development of ur-
ban transportation system, dwellers’ daily travel becomes
increasingly convenient, and they can travel to a nearby or
remote place in anytime and anywhere, which makes it un-
clear whether the mobility interaction borders persist [5].
To investigate it, we propose two research questions: 1)are
there geographical borders in urban dwellers’ daily move-
ments? 2)If so, how can they come into being?

To answer these questions, in this poster, we propose a hu-
man interaction borders detecting system via large-scale
cellular mobility dataset, and make a case study in Shang-
hai, China to explore how these borders form. Our solu-
tion is first to build an urban flow network from the mobility
data, and then discover the underlying spatial communi-
ties, where the interaction within each community is dense
while that of outside is sparse. Then, the borders of these
communities can be taken as interaction borders. We sur-
prisingly discover 9 spatial communities in Shanghai, and
blocks in each community are geographically connected,
which indicates interaction borders do exist. These borders
partly match the administrative ones, while different parts
also exist due to geographical (e.g., the river) and cultural
(e.g., history) factors. Finally, we propose two applications
based on the interaction borders, which achieves much bet-
ter performance compared with the administrative borders.

Figure 1: Our proposed system
overview: trajectories obtained
from the cellular network in (a) are
first mapped into city blocks in (b).
Then, the urban flow network is
built as a graph in (c), where the
weight of each edge is the
movement interaction frequency
between two blocks. Finally, spatial
communities are detected and the
borders are identified from the
graph as shown in (d).

Method
Figure 1 shows the overview of our system, which includes
three pipelined steps introduced as follows.

Mapping Trajectories from Base Stations to City Blocks
The trajectory of individual p in the mobility dataset is de-
noted as T p = [rp1 , r

p
2 , ..., r

p
h, ...], where rph = (lph, t

p
h)

with lph denoting the location (base station) at time tph. With
PNPloy approach treating each block as a polygon, each lo-
cation can be mapped into corresponding city block. Thus,
the record rph = (lph, t

p
h) is transformed to r̂ph = (Up

h , t
p
h)

with Up
h denoting the block at time tph. Then, we can simplify

the individual’s trajectory to a sequence of the blocks.

Building the Urban Flow Network
We build an urban flow network G = (U,E) with the blocks
U as nodes and the mobility interactions E as edges. An
edge Eij exists if any individual moves from Ui to Uj . We
annotate every edge Eij with a weight w(Eij) to capture
the number of transitions denoted by tij between the city
blocks Ui and Uj . Considering the population difference,
we normalize the transition as w(Eij) =

tij√
pi·
√
pj

, where pi
is the population in Ui [6]. Then we obtain the flow network
G by traversing all the block trajectories.

Discovering Spatial Communities in the Network
To detect human interaction borders, we first find the clus-
ters of city blocks, where within the cluster human mobility
interaction is dense while with other clusters it is sparse.
We define such clusters as spatial communities. We apply
Infomap algorithm [4] to discover the spatial communities
in the built urban flow network, which uses random walks
to unveil the modular network structure and cluster the fre-
quently interacting city blocks into one community. Then,
we can take the boundaries of the discovered communities
as the interaction borders.

Experiments
Dataset
We collect a large-scale mobility dataset by one of the ma-
jor mobile network operators in Shanghai, China. It cov-
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ers 20,000 mobile users with the duration of one week,
between April 20th and 26th, 2016. It records the spatio-
temporal logs of mobile subscribers when they are access-
ing the cellular network. For comparison, we also collect
the geographical borders as well as populations of 188 city
blocks and 16 administrative districts of Shanghai.

Results
We build the urban flow network by extracting human mo-
bility interactions in Shanghai and we find 9 spatial commu-
nities. The result is exhibited in Figure 3, where (a) shows
the communities in different colors while (b) shows the 16
administrative districts. Interestingly, blocks in each spatial
communities are geographically connected, which demon-
strates that urban human movements are limited by dis-
tance and people trend to travel among places they are fa-
miliar with. In addition, the interaction within spatial commu-
nities is dense while that of outside is sparse, which further
indicates that in spite of the convenient commute, human
interaction borders do exist even in the modern metropolis.

(a) Girvan-Newman

(b) FastGreedy

(c) WalkTrap

Figure 2: Results of other border
detection algorithms including
Girvan-Newman, FastGreedy and
WalkTrap, where communities in
(a) are not geographically
connected, communities in (b) are
oversized and not entirely
geographically connected, one
community is oversized and one
separated block is detected as one
community in (c).

Since the borders do exist, we further concern about how
they come into being. From Figure 3 we can observe that:
First, most of the interaction borders overlap with the ad-
ministrative ones, indicating that human mobility is influ-
enced by the range of the districts they live in. Second, the
river fully matches the interaction borders, which means
geographical factors affect people’s travel to result in the
generation of borders. An interesting evidence is Pujiang,
which belongs to the administrative districts in the west of
the river while itself locates in the east, is divided into the
eastern community. Third, the number of spatial commu-
nities is smaller than the number of administrative districts.
which indicates some blocks belonged to different districts
are merged into one spatial community as people’s move-
ments exceed the limits of administrative borders. Interac-
tion among blocks with the similar cultural background is

(a) Spatial communities (b) Administrative districts

Figure 3: Spatial communities and administrative districts
visualization of Shanghai.

Method Q-modularity NMI Number Complexity

Girvan-Newman[1] 0.0238 0.4505 79 O(n5)
FastGreedy [2] 0.3427 0.5392 5 O(n3)
WalkTrap [3] 0.3224 0.6193 8 O(n2 log(n))
Infomap [4] 0.3312 0.6569 9 O(n2 log(n))

Table 1: Comparison with other border detection algorithms.

dense, leading they are more likely to be divided into one
community. For example, Banshan distinct and Jiading dis-
tinct are divided into one community as shown in blue. To
conclude, the administrative policy, as well as external fac-
tors (e.g., the geographical distribution and traffic condition)
and internal factors (e.g., historical attribution and culture),
all together govern the forming of human interaction border-
s in the city.

Border Detection Algorithms Comparison
Q-modularity [1] measures the structure of network commu-
nities, which if it is closer to 1, indicates that the better the
quality of the community is. Normalized mutual information
(NMI) indicates the similarity between the administrative
districts and spatial communities. We compare our solution
with other borders detection algorithms in these two met-
rics as well as the number of communities discovered and
the algorithm complexity. The results are shown in Figure 2
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and Table 1. The results show that our solution outperform-
s others in terms of NMI, community number, complexity
and especially the geographical distribution, which demon-
strates that our solution is dedicating designed for human
interaction borders detecting.

Applications and Implications

(a) Administrative districts

(b) Interaction borders

Figure 4: Star topology for two
divisions, where the red points
mark the centers and the yellow
lines present the connection
among centers and non-centers.
This topology is used in selecting
logistics center or transportation
terminal, where the centers are
taken as the centers or terminals.

Division Districts Communities

ACN 5.8% 6.2%
AI 2.1% 6.0%
AD 26.7km 26.2km

Number 16 9

Table 2: Application performance
comparison between the
interaction borders and the
administrative districts.

We propose to apply the star topology based on the border-
s in transportation terminal and logistics center selecting.
We take the geographic center of each community as cen-
ter and the center of blocks under it as non-center. Then
we build the star topology by connecting centers and corre-
sponding non-centers. The topology based on interaction
borders and the administrative districts are shown in Figure
4. Based on this topology, we define the average center to
non-center flow coverage rate (ACN) and average commu-
nity or district inner flow coverage rate (AI) based on the
obtained flow network. ACN and AI reflect the capacity of
the bus system to meet the flow of traffic. Assuming that the
transition between non-centers must occur across centers,
we also define the average distance (AD) between every
two blocks to embody the transport costs for logistics com-
panies. The results are shown in Table 2, where ACN, AI
and AD based on the interaction borders outperform that
based on the administrative districts ,which demonstrates
the site selection based on the interaction borders brings
more economic benefits and our system has its advantage
in mobility-related urban resource allocation applications.

Discussions
In this work, we identify the human mobility interaction bor-
ders in modern metropolis and reveal the fundamental rea-
sons for how the borders form. We leave studying the s-
patial communities forming at different times as the future
work to exhibit how the interaction borders change along
with the time. Shedding light on human interaction patterns
in the city, our studies will benefit significant mobility-related

applications.
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